By Train
Get off at Nishiharu St. on Meitetsu Inuyama Line, then take a Meitetsu Bus to Nagoya Airport. Get off at Nagoya Airport bus stop. It's about a 25-minute walk from the bus stop.

By Bus
Take a Nagoya Airport Shuttle run by Aoi Kotsu Bus from Nagoya Station. Get off at Nagoya Airport bus stop. It's about a 25-minute walk from the bus stop.
Or take a bus to “Kokukan (Aviation Museum) Boon”, and get off at Kokukan Boon bus stop. It's about a five-minute walk from the bus stop.

By Car
(From Nagoya)
Take the Nagoya Expressway Route 11 Komaki Line and get off at Toyoyama Minami Exit. Turn to the east at Takinakamach Higashi intersection and drive about three minutes along the road to the center.

(From Komaki)
Take the Nagoya Expressway Route 11 Komaki Line and get off at Horinouchi Exit. Turn to the east at Takinakamachi Higashi intersection and drive about three minutes along the road to the center.